
BMSS Partners with Blue J to Leverage Intelligent  

Diagramming and AI-Driven Tax Research

BMSS and Blue J are announcing their partnership to enhance BMSS’s client 

deliverables in diagramming and tax research with the help of cutting-edge  

AI and intelligent diagramming technology.
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Blue J is the leading provider of intelligent diagramming and AI-powered tax research tools in North America  

and BMSS adds to a growing list of customers in Alabama and the United States. The tool will enable BMSS’s  

tax team to create client-ready diagrams in a fraction of the time it takes with other tools and use AI to  

predict tax scenario outcomes with 90%+ accuracy, dramatically reducing the time spent searching for and  

analyzing tax legislation and case law. 

 

Mark Underhill, BMSS, on the Blue J partnership: 

 

“Before using Blue J, we didn’t really have a great tool for diagramming. We’d use PowerPoint or Excel, which  

are great tools for many things, but diagramming is difficult to do quickly and also have the result look  

excellent for the client. We’re looking forward to using Blue J as it solves for both issues – diagrams look great  

and are quick to put together, which will optimize our time to best serve our clients.” 

 

Blue J continues to partner with leading law firms in order to drive their efficiency and help them to deliver  

the highest quality of work to clients. Blue J Diagramming allows practitioners to produce clear, engaging,  

and complex diagrams with its intuitive platform and pre-built templates. What once took hours in tools like  

PowerPoint, Visio, and Excel, now only takes minutes. That means less non-billable work, faster turnarounds,  

and more clients each week.
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